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1. BACKGROUND 

A Road Safety Audit (RSA) is the formal safety performance examination of an existing or future 
road or intersection by an independent, multidisciplinary team.  It qualitatively estimates and 
reports on potential road safety issues and identifies opportunities for improvements in safety 
for all road users. The aim of an RSA is to answer the following questions:  

 What elements of the road may present a safety concern: to what extent, to 
which road users, and under what circumstances? 

 What opportunities exist to eliminate or mitigate identified safety concerns? 1 
 
An RSA is a proactive process that provides recommendations which can be implemented in 
stages as time and resources permit.  As a service to its Planning Partners, the Southwestern 
Pennsylvania Commission (SPC) has developed an RSA program as part of its Transportation 
Operations & Safety planning efforts.  The methodology for this program is summarized below 
and is based on the 8-step RSA process developed by the Federal Highway Administration. 
 
This document represents the final report for the Road Safety Audit conducted along S.R. 
68/356 from Alameda Park Road in Butler Township to McKean Street in the City of Butler, 
Butler County, Pennsylvania. 
 
 
2. AUDIT PROCESS 

The standard steps involved in a Road Safety Audit are: 

Identify the Project 

Candidates for Road Safety Audits are submitted to SPC by local municipalities, 
Counties, and PennDOT Districts.  Candidates may include projects that are already in 
the design stage or may be in-service roads where safety is a concern.  SPC reviews RSA 
candidate proposals and proceeds with setting up RSAs as manpower and budgetary 
constraints allow.  Roadway owners must commit to documenting a formal response 
(see Step 7) prior to initiation of an RSA. 
 
Select the RSA Team 

SPC works with the roadway owner(s) to identify potential members for the 
independent, multi-disciplinary team.  RSA teams typically consist of 3-5 members, 
with outside specialists consulted as needed.  Team make-up typically includes 1-2 
consultant members, 1 SPC staff person, and 1-2 PennDOT staff (from outside the 
District where the project is located).  Prior to the on-site RSA activities, SPC collects 
and compiles relevant data (traffic volumes, maps, aerial photographs, crash data, 
previous studies, etc.) and provides a binder with this information to each of the RSA 
team members and to the roadway owner(s). 
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Conduct a Start-up Meeting 

The RSA team conducts a start-up meeting with the roadway owner(s) in order to 
identify the steps to be taken, review the schedule, and discuss any opportunities 
and/or constraints identified by the project owner(s).  This is also the time for the 
project owner(s) to share any background information with the RSA team.  Desirable 
information to be provided to the RSA team includes: anecdotal crash history such as 
first responder experiences, potential changes in land use or travel patterns in the 
project area, public sentiment regarding the study location, and any known constraints. 
 
Perform Field Reviews 

The RSA team reviews the data provided by SPC and the project owner(s) and conducts 
multiple field views of the site (typically during AM and PM peak hours, an off-peak 
hour, and at night in order to see the site under different conditions).  The RSA team 
drives and walks the site in order to identify geometric, operational, roadway 
user/human factors, and environmental issues. 
 
Conduct RSA Analysis 

Based on its field views, the information provided, consultation with specialists (if 
needed), and research into applicable design guidelines, the RSA team identifies and 
prioritizes safety issues within the project area and develops suggestions for enhancing 
safety. 
 
Present RSA Findings to Project Owner 

Once the RSA team has completed its analysis, it presents the findings to the roadway 
owner(s) in two phases: 

 Preliminary Presentation – The RSA team conducts a meeting with the roadway 
owner(s) and presents its findings.  This meeting is an opportunity to 
constructively discuss the issues and suggestions identified, and for the 
roadway owner(s) to provide feedback. 

 Written Report – Following the preliminary presentation, the RSA team 
prepares a written report, incorporating roadway owner feedback as 
appropriate. 

 
Prepare Formal Response 

Upon receipt and review of the written report, the roadway owner(s) prepare a formal 
response (to the project file) documenting plans to address identified issues and 
reasons for not addressing other issues. 
 
Incorporate Findings 

The roadway owner(s) implement improvements as outlined in the formal response. 
 
The following page provides a summary of the RSA participants and schedule for this project.
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Roadway Owner Agency(s)

City of Butler

RSA Team Members Agency Role

Ross Buchan, E.I.T. Gannett Fleming Transportation Engineer

Domenic D'Andrea, P.E., PTOE Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission Traffic Engineer

Millie French, P.E. French Engineering Transportation Engineer

Doug Smith, P.E. Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission Transportation Planner

Schedule Date & Time Location

Start-up Meeting Tuesday, April 19, 2011, 10:00AM Butler Twp Municipal Bldg

Preliminary Presentation Thursday, April 21, 2011, 1:00PM Butler Twp Municipal Bldg

Key Person Interviews Agency / Affiliation Phone Number

David Johnston Butler County Planning

Joel MacKay Butler County Planning

Becky Smith Butler Downtown Main Street Manager 724-256-5769

Chris Ziegler Butler Freeport Community Trail Council 724-968-6852

Brenda Collins Butler School Dist. Transportation Director

Gary Garman Butler Township Police Chief

John Paul Butler Transit Authority

Timonty Fennell City of Butler Police Chief

Angela Moyer U.S. Postal Service

S.R. 68 / 356 from Alameda Park Road to McKean Street

Butler Township & City of Butler, Butler County, PA

Location:

Southwestern Pennsylvania Road Safety Audit Program

Roadway Owner Representatives

David Tomaswick, P.E., District Traffic Engineer

John Evans, Zoning/Code Enforcement Officer

Butler Township
Ed Kirkwood, Township Manager

Tom Keown, Road Supervisor

PennDOT District 10-0 R.Scott Ford, District Traffic Unit

Terry Wolford, District Safety Section



 

 

3. OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY AREA 

The study area for this RSA was the section of S.R. 68 / 356 from Alameda Park Road in Butler 
Township to McKean Street in the City of Butler, Butler County, PA.  This section of roadway 
corridor is approximately 2 ½ miles in length with a one-way pair system (Cunningham and 
Jefferson Streets) making up the easternmost ½ mile of the corridor.  Signalized intersections 
include: Alameda Park Road, S.R. 68 at S.R. 356, Campus Lane, Hansen Avenue (S.R. 3001), 4th 
Avenue, Pillow Street, Chestnut Street (x2 because of the one-way pair system), Washington 
Street (x2), Main Street (S.R. 8)(x2), and McKean Street (x2). 
 
S.R. 68 is a key roadway in Butler County connecting the communities of Zelienople, Harmony, 
Evans City and Connoquenessing in the southwest with the county seat of Butler as well as the 
community of Chicora and the northeast part of the county.  S.R. 356 is also a key route, 
connecting the southeast portion of Butler County with the City of Butler.  S.R. 68 and S.R. 356 
overlap through the majority of the study corridor and are classified as Urban Principal Arterial 
in this area.  S.R. 68 is classified as an Urban Minor Arterial west of its intersection with S.R. 
356.  The ADT between the S.R. 68 / 356 intersection and Hansen Avenue is 16,000-20,000 
vehicles per day.  In the Jefferson-Cunningham one-way pair section of the corridor, the ADT is 
approximately 5,000-7,000 vehicles per day in each direction. 
 
The posted speed limit in the western portion of the corridor is 40 mph, which transitions to a 
35 mph zone between Hansen Avenue and 4th Avenue.  East of 4th Avenue the posted speed 
limit is 25mph.  The corridor consists of a three-lane cross-section with a two-way center turn 
lane (TWLTL) and designated left turn bays at key intersections from Alameda Park Road to 
Campus Lane.  Between Campus Lane and Hansen Avenue there is one eastbound lane and two 
westbound lanes, one of which serves as a climbing lane for trucks and other slower moving 
vehicles.  Between Hansen Avenue and the Jefferson-Cunningham one-way split the corridor is 
one lane in each direction with turn lanes at some key locations.  The Jefferson Street and 
Cunningham Street one-way pairs are each two lanes.  On-street parking is allowed in most 
areas of the corridor within the City of Butler.  There is significant pedestrian traffic in the 
corridor and numerous bicyclists were also observed during the field views despite poor 
weather. 
 
Land use is primarily suburban commercial in the Township portion of the corridor.  Within the 
City of Butler the corridor is a mix of residential neighborhood and commercial development, 
transitioning to central business district on the eastern end.  The Butler Area School District 
complex is a significant traffic generator in the middle of the corridor.  The area between 4th 
Avenue and the Jefferson-Cunningham split is also a key area, because there are many skewed 
intersections in this segment and the convergence of residential and commercial development 
results in heavy pedestrian volumes. 
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4. SAFETY HISTORY 

According to PennDOT crash data, there were 178 reportable crashes in the study area for the 
5-year period from January 1, 2005 through December 31, 2009.  (Reportable crashes are those 
that result in an injury or fatality, or where a vehicle is required to be towed from the scene.  A 
detailed analysis of the crash data was provided in the RSA binder provided at the start-up 
meeting.)  In addition to property damage and minor injuries, these crashes resulted in 4 major 
injuries and 1 fatality.  The fatal crash involved a pedestrian and occurred near the intersection 
of S.R. 68/356 and Mercer Street. 
 
Most of the crashes (71%) occurred between 7:00AM and 7:00PM, with about one-third (59) of 
the total taking place between 3:00PM and 7:00PM, which might be expected due to the higher 
traffic volumes during these hours.  Crashes occurred in every month of the year and were 
fairly evenly distributed by day of the week and month of the year.  The majority of crashes 
occurred during clear weather (85%) with dry pavement (76%), which is typical.  Angle collisions 
made up 38% of the crashes in the study area; rear ends were 33%; and fixed object crashes 
were 10%.  There were 6 (3%) pedestrian-related crashes. 
 
Notable crash clusters in the corridor included eastbound rear ends at Campus Lane, angle 
collisions between eastbound through traffic and westbound lefts at Hansen Avenue, angle 
collisions near Chestnut Street, and right angle (t-bone) crashes at the Washington Street 
intersections with Jefferson and Cunningham.  Pedestrian, angle, and hit fixed object crashes 
are generally the highest priority concerns because they are the most likely to result in serious 
injuries and fatalities. 
 
 
5. AUDIT FINDINGS 

The following pages summarize the findings of the RSA team. 
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Safety Successes

• Access management control 
at some business driveways

• Guiderail, utility pole, and 
island delineation

• Share the Road bicycle 
signage with wide shoulder

• Lane control signage and 
pavement markings

• Raised Pavement Markers

• Two-way left turn lane 
(TWLTL) in high density areas



Safety Successes

• Hill warning and reduced 
gear signage

• WB truck climbing lane 
between Hansen Avenue 
and Barracks Road

• LED signal indications and 
countdown pedestrian 
heads in some locations

• School crossing guards 
utilized at key intersections

• Street lighting



Evaluating Risk to Prioritize Safety Issues

RISK CATEGORY

A = Lowest priority

F = Highest priority

Frequent

Occasional

Rare

Crash
Frequency

Negligible Low Med High

Crash Severity



EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Rare Low Moderate-Low B
OBSERVATION: There are some broken, faded or missing signs and pavement markings as well 

as damaged sidewalks in the corridor.

SUGGESTION:

• Replace broken, missing, and faded signs and pavement 
markings.

• Work with property owners to repair damaged sidewalks and 
on-site regulatory signs.

• Upcoming 
maintenance season

CONSIDERATIONS:



EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Rare Medium Moderate C
OBSERVATION: There are some clogged and sunken inlets, low swales, and eroded slopes 

resulting in drainage problems along the corridor.

SUGGESTION:

• Ensure drainage facilities are regularly cleaned.
• Work with property owners to repair damaged slopes and shoulders.
• Perform spot improvements to prevent water from encroaching on 

travel lanes.

• Upcoming 
maintenance 
season.

CONSIDERATIONS:

Eroding slope across
from High School



EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Occasional Medium Moderate-High D
OBSERVATION: Sunken drainage inlet in the travel lane on S.R. 68 EB at 4th Avenue creates a 
hazard for cyclists and often causes vehicles to swerve and encroach upon adjacent lane.

SUGGESTION:

• Replace and/or relocate inlet to make it flush with the roadway surface.

Sunken inlet at Fourth



EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Occasional Medium Moderate-High D
OBSERVATION: Traffic signals do not appear to be adequately coordinated and do not appear to 

have working detection, resulting in unnecessary delay.  Some traffic signals appear to have 
8” lenses and incandescent bulbs.

• Retime and coordinate traffic signals.
• Add side street and left turn detection.
• Upgrade 8” lenses to 12” lenses.
• Replace incandescent bulbs with LED.

• Potential SINC-UP project with SPC

S.R. 68 WB left at Hansen Ave is 
called every cycle even when no 

traffic is present

SUGGESTION: CONSIDERATIONS:

8” indications at McKean & Cunningham

Inadequate side street green time at Campus Lane during school peaks



EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Rare Negligible Low A
OBSERVATION: Route designation signage for S.R. 8 , S.R. 68 and S.R. 356 is inconsistent or 

missing in some locations.  

SUGGESTION:

• Provide adequate signage throughout the corridor to 
consistently provide direction for motorists to state routes.  
Example: Provide state route signage on Washington Street.

• Provide overhead street name signage  

JEFFERSON ST 

CONSIDERATIONS:

• Many unfamiliar road users.
• May need to review pole 

designs for overhead street 
name signage.

No S.R. 
8 

signage



EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Occasional Medium Moderate-High D
OBSERVATION: Fixed objects close to the roadway create potential run off the road hazards.

• Remove or relocate fixed objects where possible. • Cost

Steel post stubs at S.R. 68 and 
Barracks Road

Utility pole in SE quadrant of 
Hansen and New Castle appears to 

have been hit multiple times
Bollards on north side of S.R. 68 

near Chestnut Street

SUGGESTION: CONSIDERATIONS:



EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Rare High Moderate-High D
OBSERVATION: There is a general lack of adequate pedestrian infrastructure in the corridor, 

which results in pedestrians walking and crossing in undesirable areas.

SUGGESTION:

• Provide adequate sidewalks, crosswalks, signal 
installations, and other pedestrian infrastructure.

“Goat Path”

• Cost
• Right-of-way
• Physical constraints

CONSIDERATIONS:



EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Rare Low Moderate-Low B
OBSERVATION: Downtown pedestrian crossing times are inadequate for diagonal crossing 
movements (because they are not to be made), but pedestrians continue to make this 
movement. The exclusive pedestrian phasing on Main Street allows this undesirable crossing 
pattern to continue and contributes to increased vehicular delays.

SUGGESTION:

• Reevaluate pedestrian timings and the need for exclusive ped phases 
in the downtown area. Extend the exclusive ped phase to provide 
adequate time for the diagonal crossing or eliminate this phase and 
provide only concurrent walk phases.

• Impacts to vehicular 
traffic flow

• Resistance to change 
from public

CONSIDERATIONS:



EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Rare High Moderate-High D
OBSERVATION: A variety of pedestrian signals are used throughout the corridor, and some are 
burnt out or simply not functioning.  Many crosswalks are faded or non-existent.

• Upgrade all ped signals with LED countdown heads.
• Maintain crosswalk markings and signal 

installations on a regular basis.

• Coordinate with upcoming 
SPC signal project if possible

• Potential ADA impacts

SUGGESTION: CONSIDERATIONS:

Burnt out signals at 
Cunningham & Chestnut



EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Rare Low Moderate-Low B
OBSERVATION: Pedestrian infrastructure is not ADA compliant in most areas.

SUGGESTION:

• Modify sidewalks, crosswalks, signal installations, curbs, and other infrastructure to meet 
ADA requirements as other improvements are implemented.



SUGGESTION:

• Require transportation impact studies as part of any future 
development / redevelopment.

• Ensure SALDO encourages access mgt and parcel interconnection.
• Encourage shared parking to alleviate the need for on-site parking.

Smart Transportation Concepts

EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Frequent Low Moderate-High D
OBSERVATION: Developments are primarily designed to accommodate motor vehicle trips and 
not encourage other modes. The relative lack of connectivity between parcels results in large 
volumes of auto trips being generated and major demands for roadway infrastructure.  

• Potential phased 
implementation with future 
development / 
redevelopment

CONSIDERATIONS:



EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Rare Low Moderate-Low B
OBSERVATION: The high density of commercial development  on the north side of S.R. 356 

between S.R. 68 and Alameda Park Road results in numerous driveway accesses and 
turning movement conflicts in this area.

SUGGESTION:

• Look for opportunities to connect parcels 
internally, combine driveways, and/or limit 
S.R. 356 access to right-in, right-out only.

• Alameda Road provides alternative access 
behind many businesses, which allows traffic 
to access the signal at Alameda Park Road.

CONSIDERATIONS:

A
la

m
ed

a
P

ar
k 

R
d



EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Occasional Medium Moderate-High D
OBSERVATION: The existing configuration of S.R. 68 and S.R. 356, including the adjacent business 

driveways, creates multiple conflicts and unexpected driving patterns. Left turns from the 
unsignalized S.R. 68 connector spur are also difficult due to queuing and WB speeds.

SUGGESTION:

• Restrict Midas Driveway to right-in-right out access only.
• Consider long-term realignment options to establish a 

standard “T” intersection with channelized right turns.

• Cost
• Relocation of traffic signal

CONSIDERATIONS:

Left turns from S.R. 68 connector to WB S.R. 356Left turns into Midas driveway

Unexpected lefts into S.R. 68 connector



EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Rare High Moderate-High D
OBSERVATION: Parked vehicles often block the sidewalk on the north side of the roadway 

between 31st Street and Herron / Ligonier.

S.R. 68 / 356 Alternative Alignment



EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Rare Medium Moderate C
OBSERVATION: The skewed geometry and multiple driveway access points at the Alameda Road 

intersection with S.R. 68 create difficult turning movements and many turning movement 
conflicts.

SUGGESTION:

• Restrict left turns and crossing 
movements out of Alameda Road.

• Would be most effective in conjunction with 
realignment of S.R. 68 / 356 intersection.

• Extend TWLTL west along with westward shift of 
designated left turn lane at S.R. 68 / 356.

CONSIDERATIONS:



EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Rare High Moderate-High D
OBSERVATION: Motorists traveling WB on S.R. 68 were observed running the red light at the 

Campus Lane intersection.  This seemed to be prevalent when motorists were following 
trucks up the grade.  

SUGGESTION:

• Install signal ahead warning sign on WB S.R. 68 approaching the Campus Lane signal.
• Increase red-light running enforcement.



EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Rare Medium Moderate C
OBSERVATION: New Castle Street intersects Hansen Avenue adjacent to S.R. 68 creating 

additional conflict points and increasing the potential for crashes.

• Restrict access on New Castle Street by 
designated it one-way on the west side 
and eliminating access on the east side.

• Impacts to businesses and homeowners
• Red Rose St may need to be upgraded
• Could improve one side w/o the other

SUGGESTION: CONSIDERATIONS:



EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Rare Medium Moderate C
OBSERVATION: The NB channelized right turn radius from Hansen Avenue to S.R. 68 EB appears 

to be inadequate for large commercial vehicles.  There is a signal pole that restricts sight 
distance for vehicles making this turn.

• Entire signal installation, 
including poles, needs a 
significant upgrade

SUGGESTION:

• Improve radius to accommodate large commercial 
vehicles.

• Move signal pole as part of future signal upgrade.

CONSIDERATIONS:



EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Occasional Medium Moderate-High D
OBSERVATION: Left turning traffic along S.R. 68 between 13th Avenue and Pillow Avenue can 

create unexpected congestion and potential crashes on S.R. 68.  On-street parking and 
horizontal/vertical geometry can also reduce sight distances.  

• Conduct a traffic study to evaluate preferred circulation 
patterns and where left turns and parking should be 
permitted/restricted.

SR 68

SUGGESTION: CONSIDERATIONS:

• Traffic calming (speed 
reduction) impacts of 
on-street parking



EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Rare Medium Moderate C
OBSERVATION: The 4-section signal head on EB S.R. 68 at 4th Avenue does not provide a 
transition between the EB green arrow phase and the all red phase, creating potential for 
rear ends and red light running.

SUGGESTION:

• Provide a 5-section signal head for EB S.R. 68 traffic, including a yellow arrow indication, and adjust 
the signal phasing and timing accordingly.



EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Rare Medium Moderate C
OBSERVATION: Complex roadway geometry in the vicinity of S.R. 68, Mercer Street, New Castle 
Street, 3rd Avenue and 4th Avenue creates numerous turning movement conflicts.

SUGGESTION:

• Expand the parklet in this area to reduce the width of Mercer St between S.R. 68 and New Castle St.
• Convert Mercer Street to one-way traffic NB for this short distance.
• Add a Stop sign on New Castle Street and a No Left Turn sign on EB S.R. 68/356.



EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Occasional Medium Moderate-High D
OBSERVATION: Heavy pedestrian traffic and multiple driveway access points adjacent to the 
Pillow Street intersection create multiple conflicts. The traffic signal does not appear to be 
working in accordance with the signal permit plan.

SUGGESTION:

• Upgrade signal hardware, poles and heads.
• Provide overhead street name signage.
• Eliminate all red phase for right turns from NB Pillow Street.
• Upgrade pedestrian infrastructure.

• Cost
• Driveways would need 

to be tied in to the 
signal or eliminated.

CONSIDERATIONS:

Eliminate 
Driveway

Driveway 

in front of 
stop bar



OBSERVATION: Motorists on Jefferson Street do not have adequate advance warning of the 
traffic signal, lane drop, and potential WB queuing at the Pillow Street traffic signal.

EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Occasional Low Moderate C
OBSERVATION:

SUGGESTION:

• Provide additional signage and pavement markings to warn motorists of upcoming 
conditions.



EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Rare Medium Moderate C
OBSERVATION: Large commercial vehicles making an EB right turn at Chestnut Street can 

encroach upon NB vehicles.  Pedestrians waiting to cross the street could 
potentially be struck by right turning large commercial vehicles.

SUGGESTION:

• Provide painted island and shoulder delineation to better delineate 
intended travel path and to improve radii.

• Provide NB stop bar on Chestnut Street approach.

• Pedestrian 
accommodations.

CONSIDERATIONS:

Chestnut St.



EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Occasional Medium Moderate-High D
OBSERVATION:

SUGGESTION:

• Eliminate the Race Street phase of the traffic signal by 
switching Race Street to one-way away from the 
intersection or by closing the west end of Race Street.

Complex roadway geometry at the intersection of Cunningham Street, 
Chestnut Street and Race Street creates numerous turning movement conflicts and 
inefficient signal timing.

• Could reallocate green time to 
other phases

• Closure would result in fewer 
pedestrian conflicts

CONSIDERATIONS:



EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Rare Low Moderate-Low B
OBSERVATION: Vehicles were observed making lefts / u-turns from WB Jefferson Street to EB 

Cunningham Street at the one-way split.  Signing and pavement markings in this area do 
not provide clear guidance for that movement.

SUGGESTION:

• Provide pavement markings, a yield sign, and a painted 
island to more clearly define operations at this location.

• Remove short-term on-street parking on Jefferson Street 
approaching the one-way split.

Eliminate On-Street 
Parking Here

• Off-street parking available behind houses.
• Addition of WB overhead lane control 

signage would provide more warning of 
approaching lane drop at Pillow Street.

CONSIDERATIONS:



EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Rare Low Moderate-Low B
OBSERVATION: Lack of striping for on-street parking and apparent lane width differences can 
result in high speeds in the left lane on Cunningham and Jefferson Streets.

SUGGESTION:

• Provide striping for on-street parking.
• Consider restriping Cunningham and Jefferson 

Streets to establish consistent lane widths.

Traffic
Calming



OBSERVATION: On-street parking on Cunningham and Jefferson Streets can obstruct sight lines 
for motorists and pedestrians at the intersections with Washington Street .

EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Rare High Moderate-High D
OBSERVATION:

SUGGESTION:

• Consider removing a parking space or two adjacent to the Washington Street 
intersections.



One-way signage is inconsistent and lacking at some downtown intersections.

Proper placement (far left, near right)
Cunningham approach to McKean

McKean approach to Cunningham
No One-Way Signs EB

OBSERVATION:

SUGGESTION:

• Review intersection signage at all one-way street intersections and provide additional 
signage as needed.

EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Rare Medium Moderate C



EXPECTED FREQUENCY EXPECTED SEVERITY RISK RATING

Rare Low Moderate-Low B
OBSERVATION: Travel lanes on South McKean Street between Cunningham Street and 

Jefferson Street  do not appear to be properly aligned.

SUGGESTION:

• Revise pavement markings between Cunningham Street and Jefferson Street to align with 
existing pavement markings south of Cunningham Street.



 

 

 
6. CONCLUSION 

The road safety audit program is conducted to identify opportunities for improvements in 
safety for transportation system users.  The safety issues identified during this audit and 
documented in this report, along with the outlined improvement strategies, should enhance 
the overall safety of the study area.  The full impact of the improvement strategies will be 
realized when they are combined, but time and budget constraints may dictate when remedial 
strategies are implemented. 
 
PennDOT and the local municipalities have already deployed various safety enhancements in 
the S.R. 68/356 corridor including lane control signage and pavement markings, street lighting, 
raised pavement markers and other delineation, a westbound truck climbing lane, and the use 
of school crossing guards at key intersections.  However, rear end, fixed object and angle 
crashes and pedestrian safety and accessibility continue to be concerns. 
 
As part of the audit, the following strategies were identified to enhance safety: 
 
Short-Range 

 Replace faded signs and pavement markings, including stop bars and crosswalks. (P, BT, 
CB) 

 Repair damaged sidewalks and/or enforce local ordinances requiring property owners to 
repair sidewalks. (CB) 

 Regularly clean storm drains, pipes, ditches, and inlets in order to ensure adequate 
drainage. (P, BT, CB) 

 Replace and/or relocate the inlet on EB S.R. 68/356 at 4th Avenue. (P) 

 Retime, coordinate, and upgrade traffic signals in the corridor.  Provide 12” lenses with 
LEDs in all areas and add side street and left turn detection as needed. (BT, CB) 

 Review route designation signage and upgrade as needed. (P) 

 Remove or relocate roadside fixed objects where feasible. (P, BT, CB) 

 Increase red light running enforcement. (BT, CB) 

 Reevaluate pedestrian timings and the need for exclusive pedestrian phases in the 
downtown area. (CB) 

 Restrict Midas driveway access to right-in, right-out only. (BT) 

 Install a Signal Ahead warning sign on the WB S.R. 68 approach to the Campus Lane 
signal. (P) 

 Restrict access on (East) New Castle Street at Hansen Avenue by creating a cul-de-sac of 
(East) New Castle Street. (CB) 

 Provide a 5-section signal head for EB traffic at 4th Avenue and adjust the signal phasings 
and timings accordingly. (CB) 

 Eliminate the driveway on the north side of the road (Subway plaza) closest to the Pillow 
Street intersection. (CB) 

 Eliminate the all red phase for right turns on NB Pillow Street (between Pillow Street 
green phase and right turn overlap). (CB) 
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 Provide motorists on Jefferson Street with additional signage and pavement markings to 
inform them of the upcoming traffic signal and lane drop at Pillow Street. (P) 

 Provide a painted island and edge line to better delineate the intended travel path for 
large trucks turning from EB Cunningham Street to SB Chestnut Street.  Also, provide a 
stop bar on NB Chestnut Street. (CB) 

 Provide pavement striping for on-street parking on Cunningham and Jefferson Streets 
and relocate the centerline striping to ensure consistent lane widths. (P) 

 Remove one or two parking spaces on the S.R. 68/356 approaches to Washington Street 
in order to provide better sight lines. (CB) 

 Review intersection signage at all one-way street intersections and provide additional 
signage as needed. (CB) 

 Revise pavement markings on McKean Street between Cunningham Street and Jefferson 
Street to better align with the existing markings south of Cunningham Street. (CB) 

 
Mid-Range 

 Provide overhead street name signage at signalized intersections. (BT, CB) 

 Review local ordinances to ensure that access management principles and parcel 
interconnection are incorporated into any future developments. Eliminate / combine 
driveways where feasible as additional development / redevelopment occurs. (BT, CB) 

 Ensure that local ordinances require traffic impact studies, including signal warrant 
analyses, as part of future proposed developments. (BT, CB) 

 Encourage mixed use developments and shared parking in order to decrease the 
number of motor vehicle trips generated. (BT, CB) 

 Restrict access on (West) New Castle Street at Hansen Avenue by creating a one-way 
system on Red Rose Street and (West) New Castle Street. (CB) 

 Improve the right turn radius from NB Hansen Avenue to EB S.R. 68/356 to better 
accommodate larger vehicles. (P) 

 Relocate signal poles at the Hansen Avenue intersection as part of a future major 
overhaul of the signal. (CB) 

 Conduct a traffic study to evaluate preferred circulation patterns and potential left turn 
restrictions to/from S.R. 68 between 13th Avenue and Pillow Street. (CB) 

 Expand the parklet between 4th Avenue and Mercer Street to reduce the width of 
Mercer Street between New Castle Street and S.R. 68/356.  Establish one-way (NB) 
directional flow here with left turn restrictions (at least during peak hours) from S.R. 
68/356 to Mercer Street. (CB) 

 Eliminate the Race Street phase of the Cunningham/Race/Chestnut traffic signal by 
switching the one-way direction of Race Street or by closing the west end of Race Street. 
(CB) 

 
Long-Range 

 Provide sidewalks, crosswalks, pedestrian signal heads, push buttons, and other 
pedestrian infrastructure. (BT, CB) 

 Modify existing sidewalks, crosswalks, curbs, and other infrastructure to meet ADA 
requirements as other improvements are implemented. (BT, CB) 
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 Consider realignment options to establish a more standard “T” with channelized right 
turns at the S.R. 68 / S.R. 356 intersection. (P) 

 Along with realignment of the S.R. 68 / 356 intersection, restrict left turns and crossing 
movements out of Alameda Road by creating a short one-way segment east of Duncan 
Drive, providing a curbed island, and shifting the transition from TWLTL to WB left turn 
bay. (P) 

 Overhaul the traffic signal and pedestrian infrastructure at the Pillow Street intersection 
and reduce driveway conflict points. (CB) 

 
 
Key: (P) PennDOT implementation item; (BT) Butler Township implementation item; (CB) City of Butler 

implementation item 
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